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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You are performing a code review for Transact-SQL statements. 

Which action does the constraint in each statement perform? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  



 

QUESTION 2

You manage a database that supports an Internet of Things (IoS) solution. The database records metrics from over 100
million devices every minute. The database requires 99.995% uptime. 

The database uses a table named Checkins that is 100 gigabytes (GB) in size. The Checkins table stores metrics from
the devices. The database also has a table named Archive that stores four terabytes (TB) of data. You use stored 

procedures for all access to the tables. 

You observe that the wait type PAGELATCH_IO causes large amounts of blocking. 

You need to resolve the blocking issues while minimizing downtime for the database. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Convert all stored procedures that access the Checkins table to natively compiled procedures. 

B. Convert the Checkins table to an In-Memory OLTP table. 

C. Convert all tables to clustered columnstore indexes. 

D. Convert the Checkins table to a clustered columnstore index. 



Correct Answer: AB 

Natively compiled stored procedures are Transact-SQL stored procedures compiled to native code that access memory-
optimized tables. Natively compiled stored procedures allow for efficient execution of the queries and business logic in
the stored procedure. 

SQL Server In-Memory OLTP helps improve performance of OLTP applications through efficient, memory-optimized
data access, native compilation of business logic, and lock- and latch free algorithms. The In-Memory OLTP feature
includes memory-optimized tables and table types, as well as native compilation of Transact-SQL stored procedures for
efficient access to these tables. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/in-memory-oltp/natively-compiled-stored-
procedures 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/in-memory-oltp/memory-optimized-tables 

 

QUESTION 3

Background 

You have a database named HR1 that includes a table named Employee. 

You have several read-only, historical reports that contain regularly changing totals. The reports use multiple queries to
estimate payroll expenses. The queries run concurrently. 

Users report that the payroll estimate reports do not always run. You must monitor the database to identify issues that
prevent the reports from running. 

You plan to deploy the application to a database server that supports other applications. 

You must minimize the amount of storage that the database requires. 

Employee Table 



You use the following Transact-SQL statements to create, configure, and populate the Employee table: 

Application 

You have an application that updates the Employees table. The application calls the following stored procedures
simultaneously and asynchronously: 

The application uses views to control access to data. Views must meet the following requirements: 

Exhibit 

You view the Deadlock Graph as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on the information presented
in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 



Correct Answer: 

References: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186736.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series. 

You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: Customer, Order, and Products. The
Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram. 

The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. 

You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage
requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. 



The Leads table must include the columns described in the following table. 

The data types chosen must consume the least amount of storage possible. 

You need to select the appropriate data types for the Leads table. 

In the table below, identify the data type that must be used for each table column. 

NOTE: Make only one selection in each column. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Bit is aTransact-SQL integer data type that can take a value of 1, 0, or NULL. 

Smallint is aTransact-SQL integer data type that can take a value in the range from -32,768 to 32,767. 



int, bigint, smallint, and tinyint (Transact-SQL) 

Exact-number data types that use integer data. 

References: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187745.aspx https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms177603.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An Answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question independent of the other questions 

in this series. Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are a database developer for a company. The company has a server that has multiple physical disks. The disks are
not part of a RAID array. The server hosts three Microsoft SQL Server instances. There are many SQL jobs that run 

during off-peak hours. 

You observe that many deadlocks appear to be happening during specific times of the day. 

You need to monitor the SQL environment and capture the information about the processes that are causing the
deadlocks. Captured information must be viewable as the queries are running. 

What should you do? 

A. A. Create a sys.dm_os_waiting_tasks query. 

B. Create a sys.dm_exec_sessions query. 

C. Create a PerformanceMonitor Data Collector Set. 

D. Create a sys.dm_os_memory_objects query. 

E. Create a sp_configure `max server memory\\' query. 

F. Create a SQL Profiler trace. 

G. Create a sys.dm_os_wait_stats query. 

H. Create an Extended Event. 



Correct Answer: F 

To view deadlock information, the Database Engine provides monitoring tools in the form of two trace flags, and the
deadlock graph event in SQL Server Profiler. 

Trace Flag 1204 and Trace Flag 1222 When deadlocks occur, trace flag 1204 and trace flag 1222 return information
that is captured in the SQL Server error log. Trace flag 1204 reports deadlock information formatted by each
nodeinvolved in the deadlock. Trace flag 1222 formats deadlock information, first by processes and then by resources. It
is possible to enable bothtrace flags to obtain two representations of the same deadlock event. 

References:https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178104(v=sql.105).aspx 

 

QUESTION 6

You are developing an ETL process to cleanse and consolidate incoming data. The ETL process will use a reference
table to identify which data must be cleansed in the target table. The server that hosts the table restarts daily. 

You need to minimize the amount of time it takes to execute the query and the amount of time it takes to populate the
reference table. 

What should you do? 

A. Convert the target table to a memory-optimized table. Create a natively compiled stored procedure to cleanse and
consolidate the data. 

B. Convert the reference table to a memory-optimized table. Set the DURABILITY option to SCHEMA_AND_DATA. 

C. Create a native compiled stored procedure to implement the ETL process for both tables. 

D. Convert the reference table to a memory-optimized table. Set the DURABILITY option to SCHEMA_ONLY. 

Correct Answer: D 

If you use temporary tables, table variables, or table-valued parameters, consider conversions of them to leverage
memory-optimized tables and table variables to improve performance. 

In-Memory OLTP provides the following objects that can be used for memory-optimizing temp tables and table
variables: Memory-optimized tables Durability = SCHEMA_ONLY Memory-optimized table variables 

Must be declared in two steps (rather than inline): CREATE TYPE my_type AS TABLE ...; , then DECLARE
@mytablevariable my_type;. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/in-memory-oltp/faster-temp-table-and-table-
variable-by-using-memory-optimization?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 7

HOTSPOT 

You are developing a stored procedure with the following requirements: 

Accepts an integer as input and inserts the value into a table. 



Ensures new transactions are committed as part of the outer transactions. 

Preserves existing transactions if the transaction in the procedure fails. 

If the transaction in the procedure fails, rollback the transaction. 

How should you complete the procedure? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 





Correct Answer: 





Explanation: 

Box 1: @TranCount> 0 Procedure called when there is an active transaction. Create a savepoint to be able to roll back
only the work done in the procedure if there is an error. Box 2: @TranCount = 0 

-- @TranCount = 0 means no transaction was started before the procedure was called. The procedure must commit the
transaction it started. 

Box 3: XACT_STATE() -1 If the transaction is still valid, just roll back to the savepoint set at the start of the stored
procedure. References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/language-elements/save-transaction-transact-
sql?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 8

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. You have a table that has a clustered index
and a nonclustered index. The indexes use different columns from the table. You have a query named Query1 that uses
the nonclustered index. Users report that Query1 takes a long time to report results. You run Query1 and review the
following statistics for an index seek operation: 

You need to resolve the performance issue. Solution: You rebuild the clustered index. Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 



Correct Answer: B 

The query uses the nonclustered index, so improving the clustered index will not help. We should update statistics for
the nonclustered index. 

 

QUESTION 9

You are experiencing performance issues with the database server. 

You need to evaluate schema locking issues, plan cache memory pressure points, and backup I/O problems. 

What should you create? 

A. a System Monitor report 

B. a sys.dm_tran_database_transaction dynamic management view query 

C. an Extended Events session that uses Query Editor 

D. an Activity Monitor session in Microsoft SQL Management Studio. 

Correct Answer: D 

References: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh212951.aspx 

 

QUESTION 10

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series. 

You have a database named Sales that contains the following database tables: Customer, Order, and Products. The
Products table and the Order table are shown in the following diagram. 



The customer table includes a column that stores the data for the last order that the customer placed. 

You plan to create a table named Leads. The Leads table is expected to contain approximately 20,000 records. Storage
requirements for the Leads table must be minimized. 

Changes to the price of any product must be less a 25 percent increase from the current price. The shipping department
must be notified about order and shipping details when an order is entered into the database. 

You need to implement the appropriate table objects. 

Which object should you use for each table? To answer, drag the appropriate objects to the correct tables. Each object
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view 

content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

The Products table needs a primary key constraint on the ProductID field. 

The Orders table needs a foreign key constraint on the productID field, with a reference to the ProductID field in the
Products table. 

 

QUESTION 11



You are analyzing the performance of a database environment. 

You suspect there are several missing indexes in the current database. 

You need to return a prioritized list of the missing indexes on the current database. 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, drag the appropriate Transact-SQL segments to
the correct locations. Each Transact-SQL segment may be used once, more than once or not at all. You may need to
drag 

the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: sys.db_db_missing_index_group_stats 

The sys.db_db_missing_index_group_stats table include the required columns for the main query: avg_total_user_cost,
avg_user_impact, user_seeks, and user scans. 



Box 2: group_handle 

Example: The following query determines which missing indexes comprise a particular missing index group, and
displays their column details. For the sake of this example, the missing index group handle is 24. 

SELECT migs.group_handle, mid.* 

FROM sys.dm_db_missing_index_group_stats AS migs 

INNER JOIN sys.dm_db_missing_index_groups AS mig 

ON (migs.group_handle = mig.index_group_handle) 

INNER JOIN sys.dm_db_missing_index_details AS mid 

ON (mig.index_handle = mid.index_handle) 

WHERE migs.group_handle = 24; 

Box 3: sys.db_db_missing_index_group_stats 

The sys.db_db_missing_index_group_stats table include the required columns for the subquery: avg_total_user_cost
and avg_user_impact. 

Example: Find the 10 missing indexes with the highest anticipated improvement for user queries 

The following query determines which 10 missing indexes would produce the highest anticipated cumulative
improvement, in descending order, for user queries. 

SELECT TOP 10 * 

FROM sys.dm_db_missing_index_group_stats 

ORDER BY avg_total_user_cost * avg_user_impact * (user_seeks + user_scans)DESC; 

 

QUESTION 12

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in this series contains
a unique solution. Determine whether the solution meets the stated goals. The Account table was created using the
following Transact-SQL statement: 



There are more than 1 billion records in the Account table. The Account Number column uniquely identifies each
account. The ProductCode column has 100 different values. The values are evenly distributed in the table. Table
statistics are refreshed and up to date. 

You frequently run the following Transact-SQL SELECT statements: 

You must avoid table scans when you run the queries. 

You need to create one or more indexes for the table. 

Solution: You run the following Transact-SQL statement: 

CREATE CLUSTERED INDEX PK_Account ON Account(ProductCode); 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

We need an index on the productCode column as well. References:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms190457.aspx 
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